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GENERAL

THE SIX CLAIMS on which the survey was conducted - TB 759636 

to TB 759641 - are now part of the Callisto holdings in the 

Metcalfe Lake Area.

Until about 1980, the six claims in question were held 

by Amax Potash Limited of Toronto and explored, in a joint 

venture, by Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Timmins branch. 

The author of this report was not familiar with the results of 

previous work at the time of the VLF-EM survey described in 

this report, other than having studied the core log of the 

single 230 m diamond drill hole on what is now claim TB 759640. 

This hole, which passes underneath the number one corner post of 

Amax claim TB 525925, returned encouraging but unspectacular gold 

assays. It is not known why the venture partners abandoned the 

joint project after this.

The author staked the six claims in 1983 and transferred

them to Callisto Minerals in 1984. Stephen N. Roach of Ottawa, 

who was familiar with the grounds through previous field work 

there, did most of the geological mapping; the author, with a
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small number of helpers, did the field work for subsequent mag 

netic, radiometric,-and VLF-EM surveys. The results can be found 

in survey plans and geotechnical reports G6-ML, M9-ML, R8-ML, 

and in the present report and its associated map.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

THE GEOGRAPHICAL coordinates of the surveyed area are: latitude 

50O 09*, longitude 87O 40*. The property is located in the 

Metcalfe Lake Area (Mining Map G-84) of the Thunder Bay Mining 

Division, Nipigon Region. The group of 38 claims borders on 

the four lakes McDonough, Metcalfe, Dyer and North Brennan; of 

these, two (Metcalfe and Dyer) are suitable for landings and 

takeoffs of any type of float-equipped airplane, fully loaded. 

The other two lakes can be used only under favourable wind and 

weather conditions by small aircraft with relatively powerful 

engines, such as the Beaver and the Otter, provided they carry 

no more than half their rated load capacity.

Since about 1982, however, the preferred mode of access 

to this area is by wheeled vehicle. The claims can be reached 

by turning north on the Kinghorn Road, 7 km east of Jellicoe on 

the Trans-Canada Highway (Hwy 11), and following the route of 

the main traffic for 79 km or more, depending on where the 

visitor wants to park on the Callisto claim group. The road 

system is usually navigable on a year-round basis.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

THE WORK AREA is in a southwesterly salient of the eastern part 

of the Wabigoon Greenstone Belt in the Superior Province of the 

Canadian pre-Cambrian Shield. Prevailing rock types are low-"; 

grade metamorphic volcanics and a smaller amount of sediments 

derived from those volcanics and older igneous rocks; on the 

traversed claims, however, such sediments are not present in 

large quantities. Cutting through this assemblage there are 

younger plutons and mostly-mafic dikes, one of which does occur
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on the claims surveyed. Elsewhere, within as well as outside 

the boundaries of the Callisto claim group, chemical precipi 

tates are present in the form of iron formations and altered 

calcareous deposits. Hydrothermal processes have caused local 

alteration in the country rock surrounding the younger plutons. 

There has probably been more than one folding event. The 

latest phase of deformation appears to have been driven by NW.-SE 

compressive stresses, resulting in NE-SW foliation trends and 

the emplacement of diabase dikes at approximately right angles 

to these trends. It is further worth noting that the younger 

batholiths do not seem to have been affected by this folding 

event, although it can be observed that the foliation and schis 

tosity of the country rocks tends to swing around them.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

THE PROCESSES - presumably mainly seafloor hot-springs activity - 

which led to the deposition of the IF horizons may also have 

introduced gold and base metals in the nascent sediments resting 

on the basaltic sea floor during Archaean times. There is no 

doubt about the role of subsequent further concentration by 

regional metamorphism and by the penecontemporaneous phenomenon 

of hydrothermal leaching and redeposition, if not additional 

enrichment, by the supercritical fluids emanating from the slowly 

solidifying plutons whose emplacement may have accompanied or 

followed the folding events.

Another mode of gold enrichment may have been by the chemi 

cal and mechanical action of meteoric waters; the ancient placer 

deposits so formed may in turn have been subjected to later hydro 

thermal activity in the vicinity of younger plutons.

Prospectors flocked to the Kowkash-Tashota region after the 

discovery of a small but rich gold deposit at Howard Falls on the 

Kawashkagama River by E.W. King-Dodds in 1915 (Hopkins, 1916-1917, 

OEM Annual Reports Vols. XXV - XXVI).

No major mines were developed and some of the initially 

profitable workings turned into financial disappointments when 

the owners tried to expand them into more ambitious ventures.
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The fixed ratio between the gold price and the US dollar 

became a disincentive when exploration, extraction and processing 

became more costly, and by the end of the fifties, prospecting 

and small-scale extraction had completely ceased.

After the US dollar and the gold price were left to find 

their own price levels, interest revived. Mining and exploration 

companies such as Phelps-Dodge, Noranda, Amax and Hollinger, Teck 

Corporation and many smaller outfits have since staked, explored 

and drilled in the area - sometimes with encouraging results. 

But none of them, with the exception of Hollinger and their single 

deep hole, have done any underground work in the area south of 

McDonough Lake.

The author of this report, in the course of systematic 

exploration work in the Metcalfe-McDonough Lakes area, has been 

able to prove the presence of significant gold mineralization in 

a narrow but extended zone on the Callisto property, with assays 

ranging from a few grams to 25 g per metric ton. Several minor 

indications of gold potential were found on the same property 

outside this elongated zone.

THE GRID

WITH A TOTAL length of 14 km, the grid lines on this 6-claim 

block provide an amply sufficient station density for intensive 

exploration. Callisto is in the process of extending its own 

grid into this corner of its holdings, and there is now about 

eight kilometres of survey line available in this system. The 

balance consists of rehabilitated, resurveyed, and rechained 

lines of the Hollinger grid.

The main complication in using such a hybrid system is 

that in the mapping, especially where profiles are being called 

for, as in EM measurements, a great deal of clutter is caused 

by the fact that neighbouring lines are occasionally less than 

50 metres apart, and where high values of the parameters are en 

countered, the resulting picture may become quite confusing. 

It is for this reason that, in the survey plan, we have only 

provided profiles for the more significant one of the two measured
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parameters - the tilt angle or inclination. If correlation of 

inclination and quadrature is found desirable, the user need 

only look at the numerical values given for any stations where 

measurements were taken.

THE SURVEY

DURING TWO field camps in 1985, some time was spent on the re 

moval of windfalls and other obstacleson the older lines. While 

getting ready to do the instrumental work in the late spring of 

1986, we found that recent logging had caused parts of lines to 

be obliterated. Whatever remained of the previously cleared 

or freshly cut survey lines was hard to find and to follow, 

because of rejected trees (usually balsam firs) having"l been 

felled into, or across, those surviving line segments.

We thus found ourselves forced to spend much more time on 

the instrumental work than normally should have been the case; 

we also face the necessity of repeated line clearing and retrie 

val of lost station markers, and the potential for future bio 

geochemical exploration has been further reduced.

RESULTS, DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS

VIRTUALLY ALL conductors in areas with significant amounts of 

overburden or with bodies of water will express themselves in 

a VLF survey as a blend of two or more conductive layers or 

bodies, only one of which is the bedrock conductor of interest.

The numerical expression of a bedrock conductor may be 

either enhanced or attenuated by the expression of the other 

components; in many cases, one of the parameters is enhanced 

while the other is reduced.

The superimposed effect of components of no practical in 

terest may vary from one season to the next. After a prolonged 

dry spell, glacial drift on the upper slopes will make no contri 

bution at all to VLF-EM measurements. At other times, after
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repeated rainfalls, an electrolytic conductor may develop in the 

overburden over an oxidizing sulphide-bearing zone; this may 

enhance the tilt parameter, while attenuating the quadrature 

which normally has a sign opposed to that of the tilt for a 

metallic-type conductor.

Swamps and lakeshores, which are usually filled with water 

logged organic overburden to a considerable depth, may become 

frozen down to the bedrock surface after a long, cold winter with 

below-average snowfall, and will not thaw out completely until 

late summer or even until the beginning of the next cold season; 

hence they would tend to give different signatures depending on 

the time of year when the EM survey is carried out.

This sort of problem faces anyone who has to collect field 

data over the same area during two or more camps. The problem 

can be overcome, at least to a certain extent, by an understanding 

of its causes and an intelligent adjustment of the raw data. 

That, of course, is a time-consuming process.

Yet the very occurrence of seasonal changes is in itself

who an asset for those/wi-sh to make an attempt to separate bona-fide 

conductors from overburden effects.

However, and if at all possible, it is advisable to conduct 

a complete survey in a relatively short period, either immediate .y 

after the disappearance of the snow, or at the start of the cold 

weeks of late autumn. After processing the results and selecting 

the areas of particular interest, a second pass should be made 

over these selected areas in the opposite season.

We were not in the fortunate position of doing the entire 

survey in one pass (as a result of the logging mentioned above), 

nor could we afford the luxury of surveying certain sub-areas 

twice. We are, however, satisfied that the conductors of interest 

in this terrain express themselves by tilt angles of such magni 

tude (up to more than 45 degrees, or readings of 120 and over on 

the instrument scale of the EM16) that no major conductors could 

possibly have been missed or misinterpreted. This statement can 

easily be verified by scrutinizing the tilt profiles for lines 

500 E and L 136, as well as those for L 140, 300 E, and 200 E. 

It was undoubtedly the strength of the indicated conductors which
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prompted the Hollinger geophysicists to have five intermediate 

grid lines cut between their lines 100 W and 500 E.

The full picture of the present survey will emerge from the 

contour map of the Eraser-filter derivatives now in preparation. 

In the meantime we can only guess at the reasons why the Hollinger 

workers conducted their diamond drill test in such a way that they 

probably missed intersecting the major conductor which must have 

been their primary target. We feel that this target, and a few 

others in the central part of the surveyed area, deserve another 

drill hole or two, but at the same time it must be noted that, 

in a geological setting such as the one we are dealing with, 

the most promising sites for gold exploration are not always 

directly or even indirectly associated with impressive conductors.

At the present stage of our knowledge, we believe that the 

most effective course of action will be

1 To develop a Fraser-derivative contour map of the 

results of the present survey;

2 To run additional traverses over the areas of greatest 

interest, taking care to do the work in a season 

different from the one during which the original work 

was done;

3 To pursue the shallow-drilling and sampling program 

started last May, in an area where there are no spec 

tacular EM anomalies but where the assay results were 

most encouraging.

The third recommendation, it will be noted, is entirely 

independent of the survey results just discussed, but the author 

believes firmly that it is a valid one and should be stated.

Verona, 1986 November 6

(Walter Yzerdraat)
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GENERAL

THE AREA over which this scintillometer survey was conducted 

comprises six claims, numbered TB 759636 to TB 759641, which 

were acquired by Callisto Minerals Incorporated of Brockville 

as an addition to the southwestern part of the claim block 

already held by the company in the Metcalfe Lake Area.

The grounds were formerly held by Amax Potash Limited of 

Toronto. It is not known whether either that company, or its 

venture partner Hollinger-Argus Limited, ever did any radio 

metric work on the land now held by Callisto. The author of 

this report is aware that the previous holders did perform 

some types of geophysical work, in addition to the geological 

mapping, but at this time he has no detailed knowledge of the 

results.

The author, assisted by different helpers, did the field 

work for a magnetic survey and for a VLF-EM survey, reported to 

the Land Management Branch under numbers M9-ML and EM7-ML re-- 

spectively, as well as the work for this radiometric survey. 

The geological mapping was largely done by S.N. Roach of Ottawa, 

who was acquainted with the terrain through his earlier work.
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LOCATION AND ACCESS
t

THE WORK area is at latitude 50O 09', longitude 87O 40'. The 

relevant NTS sheet is numbered 42L/4, and the applicable mining 

map is G-84 (Metcalfe Lake Area).

Four small lakes surround the claim group; one of these, 

Dyer Lake, is not only conveniently situated within 250 metres 

of the east boundary of the survey area - it is also large 

enough to support traffic with fully-loaded float planes.

Rail and road access are also feasible. Especially the 

latter mode is now quite practical, since a well-maintained 

hauling road, constructed between 1979 and 1981, connects the 

claim group with King's Highway 11 near Jellicoe. The turnoff 

point from this highway (the northern branch of the Trans-Canada) 

is 7 kin east of Jellicoe. Recently installed road signs will 

draw the traveller's attention to the Kinghorn Road.

The Kinghorn is the first of a series of interconnecting 

gravel roads, all well-travelled and in reasonably good condi 

tion for traffic with passenger cars as well as with heavy trans 

ports; the last of these, the Oboshkegan Road, cuts through the 

Callisto claim group over a length of four kilometres. The claims 

covered by this survey are reached after a 79-km drive which usu 

ally takes less than 90 minutes.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

PREVAILING structural trends in this part of the Wabigoon Green 

stone Belt are between 15 and 60 degrees; the more northerly 
trend is common to the northwestern part of the 38-claim pro 
perty, whereas the northeasterly to easterly trends are repre 

sented in the southerly and southwesterly parts. Farther to the 
east, in the adjacent township of Oboshkegan, due east-west trends 
are dominant.

The survey area itself, where the more northerly and the 
east-west trends converge, exhibits structural and stratigraphic 
trends with a frequency maximum around 55O .
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The local rocks, mainly volcanics which are metamorphosed
i

to low grades, ranging from the greenschist facies to the lower 

amphibolite, represent all stages of the volcanic evolution 

cycle. Associated with them, although not conspicuously so in 

the present survey area, are sediments derived from the weather 

ing and erosion of the volcanic pile, as well as from deroofed 

older granitic magma chambers; these sediments have also under 

gone low-grade metamorphism. Younger granitic and granodioritic 

plutons and (mainly mafic) dikes show little or no evidence of 

deformation.

In the surveyed area, a fairly major diabase dike cuts the 

metavolcanics and volcanoclastics which appear to make up 90* of 

the rock volume on the claims concerned.

In general, the emplacement of the younger plutons, which 

expelled, as they cooled, the volatile components from the slowly 

crystallizing bulk of their silicates, gave rise to local hydro 

thermal alteration of the country rocks.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

THIS HYDROTHERMAL activity did more than silicify, chloritize 

and carbonatize the metavolcanics in the halos of the plutons. 

It tended to redistribute the heavier elements present in the 

older rocks, adding to them various metals and other elements 

which originated in the cooling magma, so as to create notable 

concentrations of these initially sparsely scattered elements in 

the zones where the originally supercritical fluids, as a result 

of cooling and decompresssion, became oversaturated.

A further concentration cycle may have resulted, under 

favourable conditions, from various other weathering, leaching 
and redeposition processes.

In the Metcalfe Lake Area, economic interest has traditio 
nally focussed on gold. It was a gold discovery which triggered 
the influx of prospectors after completion of the northern branch 
of the Transcontinental Railway line in 1913. Over the following 

7 but gold thirty years very little else (in terms of dollars)/was extracted 

from the scattered workings and the handful of small mines which
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once dotted the area between Onaman Lake in the south and the 

Ogoki River in the north.
i

The economic recession and the long depression of the 

thirties, followed by a shift in emphasis toward strategic metals 

during the second World War, spelled the demise of serious mine 

ral exploration in this once so promising-looking area.

Over the past ten years however, after the price of gold 

had been left to find its own level, there has been a dramatic 

revival of exploration activity. Most of the ground in the Met 

calfe Lake Area and in the township of Oboshkegan is now staked 

and is being held by several parties, including major mining com 

panies. Their programs often included diamond drilling, but here 

it should be pointed out that only one hole (albeit a fairly deep 

one) is known to have been drilled on the claims covered by this 

radiometric survey, and that this hole (which did reveal persis 

tent trace gold values) may have failed to intersect the intended 

target zone as a result of an apparent miscalculation.

It should further be mentioned that Callisto has recently 

obtained encouraging assays, ranging up to 10 grams per tonne, 

from samples taken in an entirely different locality on the six 

claims which are the subject of this report.

THE GRID

THIS SURVEY was conducted on a combination of lines belonging to 

two overlapping grids. Both grids are based on the now almost- 

generally adopted line spacing of 100 metres with a standard 

station interval of 25 metres, and their orientations are very 

similar. The older, but now partially restored and rechained 

Hollinger survey lines strike between 148-328 and 148.5-328.5, 

having been set up from a baseline with a trend of 58O to 58O 30*. 

The wing lines on this Hollinger baseline were intended to be cut 

on a 100-m spacing, but their actual spacing ranges from 90 m to 

almost 120 m. Likewise, the station intervals on these lines, 

due to a total disregard -.of the need for slope corrections in 

uneven terrain such as this, are locally up to one metre short 

of the intended 25-metre interval, resulting in accumulated
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positioning errors of up to 20 metres. The author does not doubt 

that Hollinger, if they had pursued their project, would have had 

these lines resurveyed and rechained.

The second grid is an extension of the line system existing 

on the older 32 claims held by Callisto Minerals. As the Main 

Baseline of that grid trends 54 degrees east of north, there is 

a four-degree difference between it and the Hollinger grid. The 

lines so far cut allow for a more accurate estimate of the true 

position of the Hollinger lines and the stations marked out on 

them, and the combined effect of the two grids is to provide for 

a station density of more than 100 per claim.

Unfortunately, logging operations have caused heavy damage 

to all lines in the northern and southern portions of the survey 

area, and as a result the radiometric field work, which normally 

takes no longer than 8 to 10 hours per claim, was slowed down to 

an extent where 64 man-hours were needed to traverse the six 

claims surveyed.

THE SURVEY AND ITS RESULTS

THE FIELD WORK was done with a McPhar TV-1A spectrometer, and we 

found it to be a convenient instrument for reconnaissance work 

as well as for closer investigation of any detected sources of 

high radioactivity. The instrument, weighing only 1400 grams, 

is eminently portable, and our only criticism would be that the 

designers should have provided for a more liberal overlap' in 

measuring ranges. As it is, areas with values around 1000 counts 

per minute force the observer to change ranges almost continually. 

This flaw could be remedied by inserting a 300 - 3000 cpm range 

between the existing 100 - 1000 cpm and 1000 - 10000 cpm ranges. 

For the purpose of mapping and plotting, the recorded num 

bers of counts per minute could have been converted to counts 

per second by a simple division, but this intermediate step 

still would not have made the TV-lA results directly comparable 

with Scintrex BGS-1S measurements obtained on adjacent claims, 

as the broadband thresholds of the two instruments are not iden 

tical. We therefore decided to plot the values as recorded in 

the field.
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Despite this decision, we maintained the contour levels as 

originally planned, namely, 300, 600, 900 and 1200 cpm, because 

they would correspond closely to the previously used levels of 

5, 10, 15 and 20 cps. During the plotting stage, we soon found 

that the 900 cpm level was a source of difficulties in the map 

ping of the many areas where the radioactivity hovers just below 

1000 cpm. As these complications were largely eliminated by 

substituting a 1000-cpm level, we adopted the latter, and from 

that point on the replacement of the 1200-cpm contour with a 

1500-cpm contour level was inevitable. As no reading exceeded 

2000 cpm, there was no need for higher contour levels than 1500.

The adoption of a 300-cpm level created a problem which 

did not become manifest until virtually all the preliminary 

mapping had been completed. Readings in this range do not re 

present any particular rock type in the survey area (elsewhere, 

we encountered altered pillow basalt with readings as low as 

150 cpm), and therefore it is merely indicative of deep organic 

overburden in swampy areas and near lakeshores. As a result, 

the 300-cpm contour line tends to be almost identical with the 

shoreline of North Brennan Lake; in several places it probably 

crosses over into the shallow parts of the lake itself, and the 

readings on which it should be based cannot be easily obtained. 

We therefore did not attempt to sketch it in, except in places 

remote from the lakeshore where it is somewhat more meaningful.

Apart from several small patches of such extremely low 

radioactivity, the lows are in the range of 300 to 600 cpm, and 

they represent either deep, mainly organic and waterlogged, over 

burden, or mafic rock types. But where mafic rocks are covered 

by more than a few cm of glacial drift, readings can go as high 

as 1300 cpm, indicating the felsic origin of the transported 

sand and gravels. This effect aside, there is an unequivocal 

division between mafic rocks and felsic metavolcanics, and the 

1000-cpm contour provides a good guide in this respect.

The values read on exposed diabase are intermediate. They 

cluster around 600 cpm in much of the surrounding area, but in 

the surveyed area itself they are surprisingly high: 800 to 900 

cpm.
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We found by experience that attempts to discriminate between 

total radioactivity and the contributions from uranium and thorium 

are not worth the time spent on them whenever the broadband read 

ing is less than 3000 cpm. As stated above, no reading on the six 

claims exceeded 2000 cpm.

In conclusion we may say that radiometric mapping is a use 

ful method to detect localities where unexpected rock types may 

have escaped detection in a geological mapping survey, and that 

7 as it may also have a function in gold exploration inasmuch/it will 

help to outline, in thin-overburden areas, the felsic units which 

could possibly be associated with zones favourable for gold 

mineralization. The highest assays, so far, were those per 

formed on samples taken near the contacts of felsic tuffs with 

more mafic rock types, but in our opinion it would be wasteful 

to select sampling localities on this criterion alone.

The main value of radiometry, then, lies in its use as a 

control and as an indirect means to enhance the quality of the 

overall geological picture.

Verona, 1986 October 31

(Walter Yzerdraat)
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Credits Requested oer Each Claim in Columns at
SoeCial Provisions

For first survey.

Enter 40 days. *This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Geopnvsicai

Electromagnet-c

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

l Geochemical

D' .vs 3er 
c, la**?*

Man days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total (s) here

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic 

Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Days per 
Claim

2 Q

Airoorne Credits

Mote: Special provisions Electromagnetic 

credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys. Magnetometer

1 Radiometric

Oavs oer 
Claim

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Tyce ot Worn Performed

Performed on Oatmist

Calculation or Expenafure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Totai 

Davs Credits

\L
Instructions

Total Days Credits may oe apportioned at the iUim holder's 
choice. Enter numoer ot days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Oat e

1986 July 4
Reco

Certification Verifying Report

Mining Claims Traversed '-L.r.1 n numur cal sequence)
Miring Cla'T*

?*ef ' H Numner

TO 759636
. r-

~~ 759637

::~r:l. 159638
: "" r -JI59639

i

. -.i 759640

'X 759641
— *, . - |

...;..i^.:
~*' * ~ **

-- ——--r

..rsj
•- " ^ ̂  C - '

•c

™lll -
. - U-

j

^.-;t

Covs O

. .. -

. ^v

* *

:5

L'Cfi'- u l

!Mtn*ng Claim
(Ve* x Numoer

,x* * 

•j

\
-v v- '.^

——————

H Koenn ^
3 P- '

i 

j

i

!-•— i

t
ii

—

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this SIX 
report of work.

For Office Use Only
otal Da vi O.. Oat e Recorded 

Recorded '

1 hereby certify that 1 have a personal and intimate knowledge 01 me nets ^et 'orih m the Report ot Work jnnexed rtereio. having performed the work 
or witnessed same iiunng and/or after its completion and The .mnexpn ic DOM -s true

Name and Postal Address ot Person ' Walter Yzerdraat, Box 4225, Station E, OTTAWA

1986 July 4



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

J 
Z
O

w

u, 
O

Type of Survey(s)
Township or Area Metcalfe Lake Area — G-84_____
Claim HoMtr(g) CALLISTO Minerals Incorporated

Box 825, BROCKVILLE Ont K6V 5W1 
Survey r^mpany Same as holder———^—^—^^^ 
Author of Report Walter Yzerdraat______________ 
Address of A..thor General Delivery, Athens On KOEIBO 
Covering Dates of S..rvfy Sept '85 to June (Oct) '86

(Hnecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line r.ut (Restored) 4.8 km (3 miles)

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer.—
—Radiometric——
—Other^—————

DAYS 
per daim

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit, do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic.

1986 Nov 06

(enter days per claim) A 

SIGNATURE:

. Radiometric

(prefix) 
TB

(number) 
759637

..TB...................7..5.26JIQ.

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

TOTAL CLAIMS 6 (SIX)

837 (5/79)



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

FUc.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

zo-Jl
•si

a u
bu 
hi 
O

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)^

GEOPHYSICAL (Electromagnetic) 

Metcalfe Lake Area (G-841-—-—

r.AT.T.TSTQ Minerals Incorporated 

Box 825. BROCKVILLE On K6V 5W1
as holder

Walter Yzerdraat r General Deli-*- 

verv. ATHENS Ontario KOE 1BO

Survey Company
Author of Report .
Address of Author.
Covering Dates of Survey June '85 to June (Nov) ' 86

(finecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut None - restoration work re-
ported with radiometric work

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer_
—Radiometric——
—Other——————

DAYS 
per daim

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

___RadiometricMagnetometer. . Electromagnetic

. 1986 Nov 06

(enter days per daim)

. SIGNATURE:.^

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

........TB....15.2.6.3.6.
(prefi*) (

.TB....75.2.6.38...

.TB.....753.639.

..-CB......75.2M.Q.,

TOTAL CLAIMS fi (STX)

837 (5/79)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations____________________________Number of Readings - 

Station interval —^^—^^-^—————————^^—^^-^-—^—Line spacing —^—^.^— 

Profile scale_______________________________________________

Contour interval.

U 
W 
•J

O

SI

cu
C

Instrument

Accuracy — Scale constant. 

Diurnal correction method .

Base Station check-in interval (hours). 

Base Station location and value ____

Instrument EM16 (R) by GEONICS Limited

Coil configuration Two receiving coils at right angles to each other 
z

Coil separation M* A.

O se.
Accuracy _____Readings usually reproducible within l or 2 reading unites 
Method: 125 Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back CD In line CD Parallel line 
Frequency_____24.6 kH NLK Seattle Washington_____________________

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters mr^nrt-H Tilt or inclination as a tangent X 100; quadrature aa the
percentage of the primary field needed to be fed kxk 
back in order to annul the induced field signal

Instrument ______________________________________________________________________ 

Scale constant ___________________________________________________________________

G)rrcctions made.

oi
Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracv.

Instrument _________________________________________________ 
Method d rime Domain D Frequency Domain 

Parameters - On time ____________________________ Frequency ^——^—

— Off time ______________________________ Range.

— Delay time —^—^-^—^^———————^—^^-^^^

— Integration time_______________________

Power.

Electrode array.

Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode



SELF POTENTIAL

Instrument___________________________________________ Range.
Survey Method ———————————————————————————————————————————

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC
Instrument____TV-lA by McPhar Geophysics Limited
Values measured Counts per minute
Energy windows (ipypU) 200 keV, 1.6 meV and 2.5 meV___^_^____^_____^^ 
Height of instrument Used at ground level______Background Count appr. 100 cpm 
Size of detector———.——Diameter 38 mm, height (length) 38 mm, sodium iodide——— 
Overburden Varies from none to deep peat or glacial drift - see report and map

(type, depth — include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.)

Type of survey_________________________________________________________________ 

Instrument _________________________________________________________________ 
Accuracy__________________________________________________________________ 
Parameters measured^—^—^^—————^^^^—^^—^———————^^—^^—————^—^——.^^—.—-—^^^^^—

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 

Type of survey(s) ———— 

Instrument(s) —————
(specify for each type of survey) 

Accuracy___________________
(specify for each type of survey)

Aircraft used__________________________________
Sensor altitude-
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude_________________________________Line Sparing 
Miles flown over total area__________________________Over claims only.



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. Type of Survey _cpnpffy?jr.AL (Radlogetric)____________.....

2. Township or Area ——Mof^alfp j-* 1"* ArPa , Ontario Mining Map C-84.

3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey __ 

759638, 759639, 759640 and 759641

j. 18.752536,. 752637

4. Number of Miles of Line Cut .3.. Flown -

*5. Number of Stations Established --3A6.-foot- of.a,fotfxtf JaJ.413- including,submerged,land)-
By inclusion of 93 non-grid points: readings done at

*6. Make and type of Instrument Used JfcPhar. ef-aphy-'drs.IV-IA...—————————439.stations*..

*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity I^mJ^^Jjr.jnJJUU^.r-^fJRSJJ:JLyity-^fttiPfi-fsr.fyllr5C3lS^.-
at 100 cpm, at 1000 cpm, at 10,000 cpm and at 100,000 cpm

*8. Frequency Used and Power Output .._.__-._..Hp.A*.-——--.— —— . — .... — . — — - ————

9. Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) _16.._______-. 

Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days ...__.3,..____..

Calculation

x 7
Technical

112
Line-cutting

120 ____6 = 20.13 (20 reauestec
Number Assessment credits
of claims per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limits 
of the above listed claims f~3 Check (With the exception of 64 hours office work 
If otherwise, please explain __________.___..._._,.___._p-_____..__....

Dated: ..1.9.8.6—O.ct.o.be.r. 31 Signed: ———Z.

Note: (A) * Complete only if applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. FIELD WORK

Type of Work Name 6t Address Dates Worked
Number of 
8 hour days

-t inputting———-Jamas,WAt4v.thunder Jay. . . .1.-J.Q..SS2fta4hSK.-19.8.5.———.40..hours...——.5. ——— 

.___BuaaetL.So.s.hows.ki,. .Kingston .25-2.7..Majj...198.6 _____20..hours. 2 .,5 

. - - - .Walter. -XSe.r.4r.3.^ 11. .Q 11 a wa ̂ A tliens .2.5.^27. .Majj. .198.6. . . - JL2. .hours. . 1.5

-Bsdiosetric .survey_"____"________ J^i.^y.J'- A?. A4?l^A9.SA..-^AAo.u-r-s. ^

2. CONSULTANTS
~" " " Number of 
Name 6t Address Dates Worked (specify in field or office) 8 hour day

3. DRAUGHTSMAN. TYPING. OTHERS (specify)
Number of 

Name ft Address Type of Work Dates Worked 8 hour days

reproduction, report preparation, editing, typing,
——-.—--.-----.--copy ingy-form-pceparatioJi-^ww^ww*.-6,4.-hmtrji^Jlct/MQ

TOTAL 8 HOUR TECHNICAL DAYS 16

4. LINE-CUTTING
Number of 

Name Address Dates Worked 8 hour days

———————— See-liQBCuttiDg-breakdovo-undeci—L—EIET.D JUQRK—:

TOTAL 8 HOUR LINE-CUTTING DAYS



GZOWSKI /4
PAD cTATnc afffa rn ft-ifl?i Vr yFOR STATUS REFES TO

*96V2 49^.

.VJ .. -\^ -, ff ^X i. ',

.50129 1501278

l 501279 
K
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FOR STATUS REFER TO 6-

|828839|82883'fl 8288Jil 8288JO l 68828— i—ir- r—r" ---

l l l
;!S8 49 : 82 484418388 41 '471475 i .471476 .

l l
l j J ^j\46SI33, 465134^514322 [9I4323J
[465138 i 8170 2 9J817026 'l S "~~l ' ^

.70,9459 ! 709460 ,r0946l

COUGHLAN LAKE G-26

2 P 9 ?J? A P !±.Y

ETC -R'-.'i PDhEST RESOURCES 
Sum s- 502873

SURVEYS

C S R BY W J MOORE O L 3 .APRIL 1ST,1916. 
PLAN NO M 2-27 AND M-2-23

B*SE LINE BY SPEIGHT AND VAN NOSTRAND 
O - S 1925 BOOK NO. 2564

-.* CIAN LINE SURVEYED BY
P-"LLIP3 AND BENNER O L.5. IdlsT^ Vf&i f'J ^^ 
BOOK NO 2474 '' "' v ;~ ^V/"'^! 

CCSTROL TRAVERSE BY R S KIRKUP O.L.S. 1942
PLAN NO. P 15-18.

LEGEND
HrGHWAY AND ROUTE No
OTHER ROADS '
TRAILS - — -

SURVEYED LINES
TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES. ETC — 
LOTS, MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS, ETC.-

UNSURVEYEO LINES.
LOT LINES -~ 
PARCELBOUNDARY — 
MINING CLAIMS ETC —

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY i-

UTILITY LINES
NON PERENNIAL STREAM
FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS
SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN
RESERVATIONS

ORIGINAL SHORELINE
MARSH OR MUSKEG ' ' -
MINES
TRAVERSE MONUMENT -f

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT

PATENT. SURFACE tt MINING RIGHTS 

" . SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY.__ 
" .MINING RIGHTS ONLY___

SOL

e 
Q

LEASE. SURFACE ft MINING RIGHTS__-.__lll.;^,~..
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY____ ...^..........i—.
MINING RIGHTS ONLY..............__....__, B

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION ..._.___..._....,...__ T
ORDER IN COUNCIL .... .................._.___ QC
RESERVATION ...,..,.....,,,...^...,..,^...,...,,__ rTk ^

CANCELLED __ — —.—.............,.....^....,.t
SAND a GRAVEL ..........._........_._.,...._. (J) J

NOTE MlM.NU RlLit-iTS IN PARCtLS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAY 6. 
1913 VESTED iN ORIGINAL PATENTEE B* THE PUBLIC 
LANDS ACT. R.SO 197O CHAP MO. SEC. 63. SUM6C 1.

SCALE: 1 INCH " 40 CHAINS

FEET
o looo aooo 4000 0000 ' BOOO

1000 
11 KM)

3000
(a KM)

METCALFE LAKE
1. j; W '. , . '

M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIV6 DISTRICT "-'' ! '

NIPIGON
MINING DIVISION .., . ,.,1

THUNDER BAY
LAND TITUS/ REGISTRY DIVISION

THUNDER BAY
Ministry*^
Natural
Resources

Land
Management
Branch

March 1381
Numbaf

G —Q -o
t
f



Electromagnetic - VLF/EM

SURVEY PLAN
EM7-ML

G-84 - Metcalfe Lake Area
Bay Mining Divi

SCALE l 2000

Base map W. Y/erdiaat, Apiil 1985 - Updated October

, held by CalUsto MineralsSix claim* Q4 underlined in
(Licence

aet* of measurement:* on 4t3 regular and 25 O other grid points *-
Ob*erv*r facing .south 

GE0IMICS EMtfrCK)

Tranimitter NLK frequency 24.8 kH Power 125" 
Latitude 40'i*' Longitude

wprk area so* og? longitude 87 0 40'

Plan Shows values of (nclinatlon (fir*t riumfaer, u*ually 
i^ht of jUtr/on; a* Ungenk or tiLtangle (A foo;, and 

or c)uadru,ture a* a percentage

(right ofrepre^ont inc 
line is positive)

Scale: 1mm * f instrument unit

Ice lines and obliterated or provisional nei, one
l (ne 5

^ . s

\ J759637X

Y*\ , v^\* ,*

\., \

1,'iaiNiaH'J ,' 'l'. 1 . d HI TC ALI |. l AKh 210



RADIOMETRIC

SURVEY PLAN
R8-ML

G-84 ~ Metcalfe Lake Area

Thunder Bay Mining D lv.

SCALE l 2000

\

Base map W Y/eidiaut. A p i i l I9hn - Updated October 

Field wo, k 5*p \*)83 And May-Jem* 1906*

clajm* QA underlined in group sketch,
(Licence T

McPhar TV-1A Spectrometer

Value* shown' broadband count* p*r minal

regular grid points (rg?) 

439 readings^ of which 346 taken at rgp

SYMBOLS

\ A/orth

\
\

UGGr' MCH Al l-h l AKI. 220
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